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Vingle’s journey 
from Seoul to Silicon Valley



Vingle is.. 
 

an interest-based community platform available via mobile and 
web, where users can mingle together through shared interests. 

•  Vingle enables people to 
connect, share, and interact 
with others with the same 
interests, featuring over 3,000 
interest-based communities 
from hobbies, professional 
topics to fandoms. 







•  Top ranked interest-based social 
networking service/app   

 
•  More popular than Twitter, 

Instagram or Pinterest in Korea 

•  Largest communities have over 1 
million members each only in 
Korea 

 
•  Started creating revenue in 2016 

: Ads  

•  Set up its US office in Palo Alto in 
late 2015 
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•  One product vision - “Build one global product.” 
•  Keep the same product features across the markets  

•  Provide the service in 26 different languages  

•  International team - “Build one global team.” 
•  Multi-national team was built from the beginning of product concept/development stage 

•  Most of the employees are Korean-English bi-lingual 

•  Localized marketing - “Support users in different markets in the best 
way that suits the specific market” 

•  Localize community management and marketing/communication approaches 

•  Key communities are different for different markets 

•  Different content strategies 



•  User behavior is different  
 
•  Live service stage is different in different markets 

•  Cooperation between product team and marketing teams for each regions is not 
easy 

•  Different competitors  

•  Competitors playing in a bigger scale. Funding size is different. 

•  Cultural differences 



What I’d like tell Silicon Valley people 
about Asian startups 



•  Some of the Korean startups back in 1990s and early 2000s started with same 
business ideas as Facebook, Youtube and many other services that are popular 
in Silicon Valley now. 

 
•  Interesting ideas and services  
   keep coming out and growing… 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Source: Series A or late stage startups in Korea, Startup Alliance, 2015



  Is your startup expanding business outside of Korea?

Source: a research project by IBM MDI & RocketPunch, 2015



•  Language still creates some limits. 

•  Domestic market seems big enough to focus on 
 
•  Belief that they should work on the domestic market first to prove themselves 

before expanding to overseas markets 
 
•  Concern that they will lose the competitive advantage in other countries  
 
•  Lack of money/resource 



KOREA

Under $2M

Source: Mattermark, 2016



Source: Altos Business Group, 2016



•  Asia/Korea is not just a great market for Silicon Valley companies but is also a 
birthplace of great ideas and resource for creative minds, passionate business 
people and engineers. 

•  Lots of room for cooperation and partnership opportunities between Asian/
Korean and Silicon Valley startups. 

•  Both Asian/Korean and Silicon Valley startups can learn from each other by 
helping each other. 

•  Asian/Korean startups need more attention from Silicon Valley investors, 
companies and entrepreneurs. 



“THANK YOU”


jj@vingle.net 


